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COMPLETIONS OF HEREDITARY NOETHERIAN
PRIME RINGS
HIDETOSHI MARUBAYASHI
(Received June 26, 1979)
Let R be a hereditary noetherian prime ring with quotient ring Q and
let A=M1Γ\ ••• Γ\Mp be a maximal invertible ideal of R, where Mly —, Mp is a
cycle (cf. [2] for the definition of cycles). The main purpose of this paper is to
prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. (1) The completion P. of R with respect to A is a bounded
hereditary noetherian prime ring with quotient ring Q® J?. The Jacobson radical
A of R is AJR=&A and Ap is a principal right and left ideal of j£.
(2) R has the following decomposition
such that each e^ is a uniform right ideal of R, e{ is an ίdempotent in J? and
βi&lβiA is a simple right R-module which is annihilated by Miy where k{ is the Goldie
dimension o
In case R is a Dedekind prime ring and A is a maximal ideal of R, Gwynne
and Robson proved that R is also a Dedekind prime ring [5] (in fact, it is a prin-
cipal ideal ring). We can not use their techniques to prove the theorem. The
theorem is proved by using properties of cotosion Λ-modules.
Applying the theorem to module theory, we prove, in section 2, the follow-
ing theorems:
Theorem 2.1. Any module over P. has a basic submodule.
Theorem 2.2. Under the same notations as in Theorem 1.1, any indecom-
posable right R-module is isomorphίc to one of the following R-modules\
eiRleiA
n(n=\,2, ) , e{R y *, (Q®£) , #MM) (ί=l, ->/>)
where £(6^1 e{A) is the R-injective hull of e^RjejA.
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In [18], Singh determined the structure of those bounded hereditary noe-
therian prime rings over which every module admits a basic submodule. If
R is a commutative complete discrete valuation ring, then Theorem 2.2 was
proved by Kaplansky [7, p. 53]. The author generalized the result to modules
over ^-discrete valuation rings [11, Corollary 4.4]
In an appendix we present some properties on cotorsion ^-modules which
are obtained by modifying the methods used in the corresponding ones in mo-
dules over Dedekind prime rings.
This paper was written while the author was a visitor at Guru Nanak Dev
university, India. As I was doing my research, I got several hints from Prof.
Singh's lectures and from discussions with him. I would like to express my
tahnks to him for his kind invitation to G.N.D. univ. and foi his hospitality.
1. The proof of Theorem LI
Throughout this paper, R denotes a hereditary neotherian prime ring
(for short: hnp-ring) with quotient ring Q and K^Q/R^O. In place of (g)
Λ
,
Honifl, Ext£ and Tor*, we just write ®, Horn, Ext and Tor, respectively.
Since R is hereditary, Tor
w
=0=Extw for all n>l and so we use Ext for Ext1
and Tor for Tor^ Let M be a right /2-module. An element m of M is said
to be torsion if O(m)={r^R\mr= 0} is an essential right ideal of R. We say
that M is a torsion module if every element of M is torsion. If M has no nonzero
torsion elements, then it is called torsion-free. M is called divisible if MJ=M
for every essentail left ideal J of R. Since R is an hnp-ring, the divisibility is
equivalent to the injectivity by [10]. We denote the Jacobson radical of a
ring S by J(S). Let I be an essential right ideal of R. Define /* by /*—
{q^Qlql^R} Similarly *J= {q<^\Jq^R} for essential left ideal / of R.
An ideal B of R is called invertible if (B*)B=B(*B)=R. In this case we have
B* = *B, denote it by B'1. Let A be a maximal invertible ideal of R. The
cancellation set of A, C(A), is defined to be {c^R\cx^A^x^A} = {c<=R\
xc^A=$>x^A}}. By [9], each element of C(A) is regular. We denote the
subring of Q generated by {a, c~l\a^R,c^ C(A)} by RA. The following lemma
was proved by Kuzmanovich [9, §3].
Lemma 1.1. (1) R satisfies the Ore condition with respect to C(A), i.e.,
(2) J(RA)=ARA=RAA and R/A*^RAIJ(RAy for all n.
(3) If A is a maximal ideal, then RA is a principal ideal ring with a unique
maximal ideal J(RA). So it is a Dedekind prime ring and every ideal of RA is a
power ofJ(RA).
(4) If A is an intersection of a cycle, say, A=M1Γ\ ••• Γ\Mp, where Mly •••,
Mp is a cycle, then J(RA)=M1RAΠ — Γ(MpRA and Mfl^ ~ ,MPRA is a cycle.
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s are only maximal ideals of RA, all are idempotents and MiRA=RAMi.
(5) RIMi ^RAIMtRA for all i.
We denote the inverse limit of the rings R/An (n=l, 2, •••) by $. If A is
a maximal ideal of R, then $ is a principal ideal ring by Theorem 2.3 of [5] and
Lemma 1.1. So, to prove Theorem 1.1, we may assume that A is not a maxi-
mal ideal of R. Further, since R^KAy we may assume that R satisfies the
following two conditions
(a) J(R)=A is a maximal invertible ideal of R, and
(b) A=M1Γ\ Γ\Mpy where Mi are idempotent maximal ideals of R
and M19 •••, Mp is a cycle.
From now on, R denotes an hnp-ring which satisfies the above conditions
(a) and (b) unless otherwise stated. Then, by [2], we have
(i) Every invertible ideal of R is a power of A.
(ii) R is bounded and any essential one-sided ideal of R contains a power of
A. Especially Q= U
 n
A~\
Let F be the family of all essential right ideals of R and let Fl be the family
of all essential left ideals of R. We write &F=\m}.R/I(I<=F) and RF=lim
RIJ(J<=F^. They are both rings (cf. [21] for more detailed results). The
ring homomorphisms φ: $F->j£ and i/r: JFcίF/->J?, given by φ(r)=([rAn+An])
and ψ(£)=([sA*+A*]), where r=([r7+/])e^ and s=([sj+J])^RFι are both
isomorphisms by the above (ii). Thus we have
Lemma 1.2. There is a commutative diagram
R = R = R
1 φ I ψ 1
F
where the vertical maps are all natural inclusions. All maps are (R, R)-bihomomor-
phisms.
Lemma 1.3. (1) K/R is torsion-free and infective as right and left R-modules.
(2) R is torsion-free as right and left R-modules. Especially, R and R/R
are both flat as right and left R-modules.
Proof. (1) In view of Proposition A.3 in the appendix, we have the
following commutative diagram with exact rows:
o — >Λ - > RFι --- > &PIIR - > o
a R
0 - > R — > Ext (K, R) -> Ext (0, R) - > 0 .
Ext(Q,R) is a right Q-module. So it is Λ-injective and Λ-torsion free. By
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Lemma 1.2, so is R/R. By symmetry, R/R is torsion-free and injective as
left Λ-modules. The second assertion is obvious, because R is hereditary.
Lemma 1.4. Let M be a right ^-module. If M is fc-injective, then it is R-
injective.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, Tor
Λ
(ΛΓ, R)=0 for any right jR-module N and any
n^l. Thus the lemma follows from Proposition 4.1.3 of [1, Chap. VI].
From the exact sequence Q->R-*Q->K->Q, we get an exact sequence
Lemma 1.5. (1) M®^M for any torsion right R-module M. So M
is a rights-module. Especially, K^K®&^(Q®R)/R.
(2) Q®R is injective and torsion-free as right and left R-modules, and Q®R
is the injective hull of R as left and right R-modules.
Proof. From the exact sequence 0-»12->j&-*>j&/lZ->0, we get the
exact sequence Tor(M, &IR)->M®R-*M®&->M®RIR. By Lemma 1.3,
Ύor(M,k/R)=Q=M®RI&. Thus M^M®ίϊ.
(2) By Proposition A.9 and Lemma 1.2, J(R)=AR=RA. Thus we
have (Q®&)A=(Q®&A)=Q®AR=Q® R. This means Q®R is divisible as
right jR-modules and so it is Λ-injective. To prove that Q®R is torsion-free
as right 72-modules, let x=c~l®r be any element in Q®R, where c is a regular
element in R and r=([r
n
+An]). If xAm=Q for some m. Then (l®r)Am=0
andfAm= 0. This means r^^A1 for every /and rl<=Al-m(l=m+l,m+2, •••).
Write &=([rl+Aί-m]) (l=m+l,m+2, •••) is zero in R. Clearly r=s. Thus
Q®R is torsion-free as right Λ-modules. It is clear that Q®R is torsion-free
and injective as left ^-modules. To prove that Q®R is the Λ-injective hull
of .??, we consider the exact sequence Q-^R->Q®R-*K->0. Since K is torsion
and Q®P. is torsion-free, Q®ίi is an essential extension of R as right and left
Λ-modules. Hence Q®R is the injective hull of R as right and left /?-modules.
Lemma 1.6. Let M be a right R-module such that it is torsion-free and
injective as R-modules. Then M is R-injective.
Proof. We let E be the ^-injective hull of M. Then we have E=M®N
for some 72-submodule N of E. By Lemma 1.4, E is Λ-injective. So N is
also Λ-injective. Write N=Σ®N
ay where Na are uniform and injective right
jR-modules. If N
Λ
 is torsion for some α, then it is an J?-module by Lemma
1.5. Thus we have MCMφΛ^SE1. This is a contradiction. So N
a
 are
all torsion-free as Λ-modules and hence E=E/M is torsion-free. E is R-
injective, because E is .R-injective. It follows that E is embeddable in a direct
sum of Q. From the exact sequence 0-^jR-»J?-»J?/jR^O, we have the follow-
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ing diagram with exact rows and colums:
0 0j i
0 = Ύot(Σ®Q/E, R)
0 = Tor(ΣθQ/£, R)
I
By Proposition A. 10, the right singular ideal Zk(ίf) of jΦ is zero and so
Z&(Q®R) = Q. It follows that Z&((Σ®Q)®k) == 0. Thus Z&(E) =
£nZjK(Σ®Q)®$)=0. On the other hand> Z&(E)=E. This means £=0,
from which we have M is jR-injective.
We know from Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 that Q®& is the injective hull of R as
right and left l?-modules. Thus Q®R is the maximal right and left quotient
ring of & by 1. +2. Theorem of [3, p. 69]. We denote the ring Q®& by
Q. From the exact sequence Q-+R-+R-+K/R—>Q, we get the exact sequence
Q-*Q®R-*Q®R. Thus we may identify q®l with q in Q® $, where q^Q.
The exact sequence 0->R->Q->/f-^0 induces the following exact sequence
Hom(£>, M)-»M->Ext(.K, Λf)-»Ext(Q, M) for any right jR-module M. Any
indecomposable, injective right R -module is a homomorphic image of Q and
any injective right jR-module is a direct sum of indecomposable, injective right
/?-modules. So M is reduced, i.e., it has no nonzero injective submodules, if
and only if Hom(Q, M)=0. M is called cotorsion if Ext(Q, M)— 0.
Lemma 1.7. Torι(M, $)=Q for any right R-module M.
Proof. It is enough to prove that any finitely generated left ί?-submodule
of Q is l?-projective. To prove this let Rxl-\- -\-κxn be any finitely generated
l?-submodule of Q. Write xi=c~1®ri9 where c is a regular element in R and
rf.e& c-^rsi? for some n. Thus we have xiA*=(c-l®ri)A*^(c-l®fl)A*=
(c~1An®R)S= R and so x{d^R for any regular element d in A". Thus we have
Σ?-ι J?#t=Σ?=ι ^ , ^  which is contained in /?. Hence Σ?=ι ^» ^s J^-pro-
jective by Proposition A. 10.
Since A is invertible, dim^'V^^dim R/A (dim denotes the (right) Goldie
dimension). Clearly socle K=A~1/R. Thus we have k=dimR/A=dimK.
Write /£=2ί-ι®A » where Z)t are uniform, injective, torsion right .R-modules.
By periodicity theorem ([16] and also [4]), there exists a homomorphism /:
DΪ-+DJ such that Ker / is zero or finite length.
Lemma 1.8. Q is a simple arίntian ring and dimfr R=dim R/A.
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Proof. Firstly we shall prove that $ is a semi-simple artinian ring. To
prove this let / be any right ideal of $. It is a right Q-module. So it is torsion-
free and injective as right Λ-modules. Since / is a right ^-module, it is R-
injective by Lemma 1.6 and so we have I@L=Q for some right J^-submodule
L of Q. It follows that I@L(§=($. This means $ is a semi-simple artinian
ring. Next we shall prove that k=dimRjA=dim^ A Let jK==Σ*-ι®A
By Proposition A.3, &=Hom(K, A:)=Σ*-ιθHom(ί:, A)=Σ*-ι®*iA where
e^K^nά βi—e]. Suppose that eji is not uniform for some /. Then eQ=
X®Y for some nonzero right ideals X, Y of Q, where e—e{. Since X is a
direct summand of Q, we have X=O$(g)= {x^Q\gx=0} for some idempotent
g in Q. There is a regular element £ in R such that cg^JR. Thus we have
-^=Oft(«) On the other hand, eίί = eO Π $2^ Π # = O$(cg) Γ(& = Ok(cg).
Thus, by Proposition A. 10, Ofr(cg) is a direct summand of A Write O&(cg)=
f& for some idempotent / in A It follows that e&=f&®((l—f)ίίneR)
and that eR=fK, because eR is indecomposable by Proposition A.6. So eQ=
fQ=X, which is a contradiction. Therefore each e{R is a uniform right ideal
of R and thus dimβ R=dimRIA. Finally we shall prove that Q is a simple
artinian ring. To prove this let Diy Dj be any indecomposable, injective, tor-
sion direct summands of K. As was shown in before the lemma, there exists
an exact sequence 0->Ker/->Z)f—»Z)>-*0 and Ker/ is zero or finite length.
Applying Hom(^, ) to the exact sequence, we get the exact sequence
Hom(.K:, Ker /)-* Horn (K, £),)-> Horn (.K, D; ). The first term is zero, since
Ker/ is reduced and K is injective. Thus we have the exact sequence 0-»
βiJR-^jR. Applying ®&Φ to the sequence we get, by Lemma 1.7, the exact
sequence 0-^?t /?®£ $->e/$®£ $• But ejR®kO is a simple rights-module
and so eg&®& $wy&g)j& 0 Now, since J^=Σ*-ιθ^, we have Q—Σ*-ιθ
^^ and e$^e$ for any pair i,j. This means ρ is a simple artinian ring.
By Proposition A.9 and Lemma 1.2, J(&)=A&=$A. We denote it by
A. Clearly An=A*fr=&An for every n.
Lemma 1.9. (1) -4ιry wfeα/ B of P. contains a power of A.
(2) K is a bounded hnp-ring with quotient ring Q.
p Λ Λ Λ
Proof. (1) Since Q is a simple artinian ring, we have Q=QBQ. Write
l^Σqfiipi, where (7,-^$, 6t eΰ and pi^O. There exists a natural number ί
such that Alq^P.. Write pi = ^ ixij®rij, where fffVeQ and ro eA Again
XijAm^R for some m, and so ^ w— (2%®r
o
.)^C(2^(g)^)^w-: Σ^y^(g)
^C .^ Thus B^Al(2qibipi)Am=Al+m and so JB^i/+Wί.
(2) Since ^PΦO for every w, R is a prime ring by (1). Let / be an essen-
tial right ideal of A Then 7Q=Q. By the same way as in (1), / contains a
power of A. So K is right bounded and / is a finitely generated right ideal of
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R, because R/An^RIAn, by Proposition A.9, which is an artinian ring for every
n and A" is finitely generated. Since dim£ P.=k, R is right noetherian. By
symmetry, $ is left bounded and left noetherian. Thus it follows that ίt is
hereditary by Proposition A. 10. Clearly $ is the classical quotient ring of R.
Let A—dim R/Ay let A=M1Π — nMp, where M19 ••-, Mp is a cycle. We
denote the dimΛ/M, by k{. Then k=k^ ----- [-kp, because Λ/^^lZ/Mjφ — 0
RIM p. Let Si be a simple right -R-module such that SiMi=Q.
Lemma 1.10. R has the following decomposition-.
R = (e1R® φe1R)®(e2R® ®e2R)® ®(epR® ®epR)
such that each etR is a uniform right ideal of R, e}=e{ and eίR\eίA.^'Si (1 ^i^p).
Proof. By Lemma 6, Theorems 7 and 8 of [4], we have
0,(Mt)IR = OJ(
It is clear that socle K=A-1IR=OI(M2)IRΦ ΦOI(MP)IRΦO,(M1)/R (cf.
Lemma 4.8 of [8]). Thus we get the following decomposition:
where D{ are injective, uniform and torsion right ^-modules such that socle
Di^Si+1(l ^i^p—l) and socle D^S^ By proposition A.3, we get R=
Hom(ί:,ί:) = Σ!f-ιθΣ*'ΘHom(ί:,Z)
ί
) = Σf-ιθΣ*ίθ^, where e£ ire
uniform right ideals of P. and e{ are idempotents in A If iΦy, then ^tJ? is
non-isomorphic to ^yj& by Proposition A.6. We consider the factor ring;
R/A -
R/A is a right R/A-modu\e. So it is completely reducible. Further k =
dim Λ/^—dim $/;4=dim£ R. Thus each e^/βtA is a simple right Λ-module.
For each /, we consider the exact sequence
(*) 0 -> e{A -> ^ ^ -> *, $M -> 0 .
Applying Tor( , K) to (*), we have Torfa/A
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The first and last terms are zero, because e{R is
72-flat by Lemma 1.3, e^/e^ is torsion and K is divisible. Further,
Tor(*f j&/*f Λ KJ^eiR/ejΆ by Exersise 2 of [22, p. 81]. Thus we have the exact
sequence
(**) 0 -» e,J?/£,[ -* CiA®K ->
 eiR®K(^Dt) -> 0 .
Again, applying Hom(ζ), ) to (*), we get 0=Hom(Q, ei^leiA)-^Ext(Q9 etA)-^
Ext(Q,eiR)=09 because e{R is cotorsion. Hence Ext(Q, vί)=0, from which
we have e{A is a reduced, cotorsion and uniform right ideal of R. It follows
that eiA®K^Dj for some; by Proposition A.6. But, by periodicity theorem,
if iΦl, then W— 1, and if ι=l, then y=p. Hence e^/e^^Si for any i.
Lemma 1.11. Under the same notations as in Lemma 1.10, Ap=άR=Rά
for some
Proof. We consider the decomposition;
R/Aρ+1 = (^tf/vί^θ θ^/v^ -
Since A is invertible, dim£ R=dimRIA=dim R/AP+1. Thus each e^e^^
is a uniform Λ-module and so it is a uniserial Λ-module by Lemma 2 of [16].
Clearly the members of chain ei&>eiA> >eiA
p+1
 are only ^-submodules of
βift. containing efAp+1. Especially, socle eiή/eiAp+1=eiApleiAp+1 for each ί.
Periodicity theorem says that ei^leiA^eiA
p/eiA
p+1
. Thus R/A^APlAp+1 and
Ap/Ap+l=[a+Ap+l]& for some a(=Ap. It follows that Ap=άR+Ap+1^ By
Nakayama's Lemma, Ap=άR and, by symmetry, Ap=Rb for some b^Ap.
But, by the same way as in [6, p. 37], we have Ap=ίfά.
From Lemmas 1.2, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11 and Proposition A.9 we have the first
theorem mentioned in the introduction.
Theorem 1.1. Let R be an hnp-ring with quotient ring Q and let A=
M1Π ••• Π Mp be a maximal invertible ideal of R, where M, are ίdempotent maximal
ideals of R and M19 •••, Mp is a cycle. Then
(1) R is a bounded hnp-ring with quotient ring Q®R. J(R)=AR=ίtA
and Ap is a principal right and left ideal of R.
(2) R has the following decomposition:
k k k
κ\ K2 κp
such that each e{R is a uniform right ideal of &, e{ is an idempotent in R and
e^R/e^A is a simple right R-module which is annihilated by M
ίy where k—
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2. Applications
In this section, we shall prove, by using Theorem 1.1, that any 7?-module
has a basic submodule, and shall characterize the structure of indecomposable
j?-modules. By Theorem 1.1, &= (^$0 — 0*^)0 —
where e{ are uniform idempotents in R. Then ^=(^0 —
-®epQ). So $/J&=Σ?-ιθΣ*'θ*, $M& Since K^O/& and dimK=
dim£ R, each e^Q/e^R is a uniform, injective and torsion right Λ-module. By
Theorem 4 of [15], the set of right Λ-submodules of e^Q/efR is linearly ordered
by inclusion. In this case, the set of right Λ-submodules of e^Q/e^R is
{eiA~*lei&\n = Q, 1,2, •••}. Thus ei&<eiA~1< — <eiA-*< are only propei
right jff-submodules of eQ containing e{ R.
Lemma 2.1. Under the same notations as in Theorem 1.1, any torsion-
free and uniform right K-module is isomorphic to e^Q or βfR for some i.
Proof. Let M be a torsion-free and uniform right j& module. If M
is j??-injective, then it is isomorphic to e{Q for any i. If M is not injective,
then it is reduced. Since M=M$=M(Σί.10Σ* θ*, -#), we have OΦM^ $
for somey and OΦtf^Jτ for some x£ΞM. There exists an epimorphism /: £;J?— >
xβjR. If Ker/ is non zero, then £;J?/Ker/ is torsion. But xβjR is torsion-free.
This is a contradiction. Thus /is an isomorphism. Consider the diagram
0 -> x€& -> M
Γ
eft
Since βjQ is injective, f'1 is extended to g: M-^βjQ. It is clear that g is a
monomorphism and g(M) is a proper .ff-submodule of eβ containing e; i?, be-
cause M is reduced. Thus g(M)=ejA~n for some n. Since ejA~n/ejA~n+1 is a
simple rights-module, ^ -W/^.JL-M+I— [^+έyί-n+1] J?and ejA-n=άR+(ejA-n)A
for some ^e^ Λ~w. By Nakayama's Lemma, ejA~n= άR. Since άR is J?-pro-
jective, it is isomorphic to a direct summand of K and so it is reduced, torsion-
free, uniform and cotorsion 7?-module. Thus, by Proposition A.6, άR^
Hom(^, D^^e^P. for some uniform, torsion, injective right l?-module D,-.
Hence M^e^y as desired.
An J?-submodule N of a right ^-module M is called pure if any finite system
of linear equations 5]y #/Ί y= s^N is solvable in M, where rt yej?, then it
possesses a solution in N. By the remark to Theorem 3.6 of [20], N is pure in
M if and only if Me Π N=Nc for every regular element c in J?. By using the
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above result, Theorem 10 of [16], Lemma 2 of [17] and Lemma 2.1, the proof
of the following two lemmas proceeds just like that of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 of
[11], respectively.
Lemma 2.2. Any non injectίve right R-module contains a non zero pure,
uniform and cyclic right R-submodule.
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a right ίϊ-module and let N be a pure R-submodule
such that M/N is not injective. Then there exists an element y^M such that
NΓ\y&=0 and N®y& is pure in M.
An J?-submodule B of a right ί?-module M is said to be basic if it satisfies
the following conditions:
( i ) B is a direct sum of uniform, cyclic right ^-modules,
(ii) .B is pure in M, and
(iii) M/B is an injective J^-module.
From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have
Theorem 2.1. Any right ίϊ-module possesses a basic R-submodule.
REMARK. Any two basic submodules of a right ^-module are isomorphic
(cf. the remark to Theorem 3 of [18])
Corollary 2.1. P. is a block lower triangular matrix ring over D/My where
D is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal M (cf. Theorem 2 of [18]).
Let R be an hnp-ring and let A be a maximal invertible ideal of R. A
right JR-module M is A-primary if any element in M is annihilated by a power
of A
Lemma 2.4. Let R be an hnp-ring, let A be a maximal invertible ideal of
R and let M be a right R-module. Then
(1) M is A-primary if and only if it is a right R-module and is torsion as
right K-modules.
(2) If M is A-primary, then M is R-injectίve if and only if it is R-ίnjectίve.
Proof. If M is A -primary, then M^M®RA by the same way as in
Lemma 1.5 and it is torsion as right /^-modules. Thus it follows that M is
jR-injective if and only if it is J^-injective by Proposition 3.11 of [23, p. 232],
So we may assume that R=RA andJ(R)=A.
(1) is obvious, since An—AnR— RAn for every n.
(2) Sufficiency follows from Lemma 1.4. To prove necessity, suppose
that M is torsion and jR-injective. Let E be any essential extension of M as
right ^-modules. Any essential right ideal of R contains a power of A. This
means E/M is torsion as right 72-modules and so E is a torsion right jR-module.
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By assumption we have a decomposition &=Mζ$N, where N is a right R~
module. But N is a right j£-module by (1). Thus N=0 and M=E. Hence
M is i?-injective.
Lemma 2.5. Under the same notations as in Theorem 1.1, any reduced,
uniform and torsion right R-module is isomorphίc to e{ R/eiA" for some i and some n.
Proof. By the same way as in Lemma 1.11, e^e^ is a uniserial, torsion
right Λ-module of length n and socle ei&/eiΆ
n
=eiΆ
n
~
1/eiΆ
n
 for each ί. So, by
the periodicity theorem, we have faA'^/eiA*, — , epAn~1/epAn} = {Sly — , Sp}.
Now let M be any reduced, uniform and torsion right ^-module and let socle
M^Sj. Then, by Lemma 2 of [16], M is uniserial. Suppose that the length
of M is ny then we have the following diagram:
0 - > S - > M
Γ
for some i, where £ is the injective hull of e^^/efA1. The monomorphism
is extended /: M->E. Clearly /is also a monomorphism. Hence M^f(M)=
eiR/ejA", because e^/CiA* is the only J?-submodule of E which is of length n.
Under the same notations as in §1, we obtained the exact sequence (cf.
Lemma 1.10) Q-+Si-»eiA®K-*Di-+Q and D^^e^K (2^i^p),
elA®K. By Proposition A.6, we have/,: eiK^ei+lA (l^i^p—l) and/^:
e^A. These f / s induce the isomorphisms
for every w. Thus we have the following ascending chains:
/CD /(/>)
We denote the inductive limit of elei**** by R(M~). It is clear that
is a uniform, ^4-primary right Λ-module and that the length of it is infinite.
Hence R(Mΐ)=E(elJ^lelA)9 the injecitve hull of eJί^A, by Theorem 19 of
[4], Similarly we can define R(MJ) (2^j^ri). Thus we have
Proposition 2.1. Let R be an hnp-rίng and let A^M^ ftMp be a
maximal ίnvertίble ideal cfR, where Af l f —,Mpisa cycle. Then R(MΓ), —,R(MP)
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are only non-isomorphίc indecomposable, injectίve and A-primary R-modules.
REMARK. R(M?) are a natural generalization of the typical, divisible,
indecomposable and torsion abelian group Z(p°°).
Theorem 2.2. Under the same notations as in Theorem 1.1, any indecompo-
sable right R-module is ίsomorphίc to one of the following modules:
R(M7)
Proof. Let M be an indecomposable right /e-module. Suppose that
M is /?-injective. Then it can not be mixed, i.e., it is torsion or torsion-free.
If M is torsion, then M^R(MT) for some i by Lemma 2.4 and Proposition
2.1. If M is torsion-free, then it is isomorphic to ei \(Q®&). If M is not in-
jective, then it is reduced. Assume that M is torsion-free. Then we have a
following pure exact sequence 0— >£tjfc— >M— >M/£t J?— >0 for some / by Lemmas
2.1 and 2.2. M\e{R is torsion-free by Lemma 1.5 of [20]. Thus e{R is a
direct summand of M by Proposition A.8. Hence M^e^R. Finally if M is
not torsion-free, then it has a uniserial torsion summand by Proposition 2.1 of
[19]. Thus M is a uniserial torsion 7?-module. By Lemma 2.5, we have
for some i and some n.
Appendix
We shall present, in this section, some results on cotorsion modules over
hnp-rings which are obtained by modifying the methods used in the correspond-
ing ones in modules over Dedekind prime rings (cf. [12] and [13]). So we
shall omit the proof of these except Proposition A. 10. Since Proposition A. 10
is a new result, we shall give the proof of it. Let R be an hnp-ring with quotient
ring Q and let F be any right additive topology on R. An element m of a right
.R-module M is .said to be F-torsίon if O(nί)= {r^R\mr = Q} e.F, and we
denote the submodule of F-torsion elements of M by ΐF(M) (for short: t(M)). If
t(M)=Q, then we say that M is F-torsion-free. A right additive topology F
on R is called trivial if all modules are F-torsion or F-torsion-free. By the
same way as in [12, p. 548], F is non-trivial if and only if it consists of essential
right ideals of R (This result is true if R is a prime Goldie ring (cf. [14])).
From now on, F denotes a non-trivial right additive topology on R. We
put RF= U/*(/^F), a ring of quotients of R with respect to F. The family
F/ of left ideals / of R such that RFJ=RF is a left additive topology on R. We
call it the left additive topology corresponding to F. Ft is also non-trivial by
Proposition 1.1 of [12]. We write RF = U*J(J^Ft). Clearly RF=RFr
It is well-known that RF is Λ-flat and the inclusion map R^>RF is an epimor-
phism. A right 72-module M is said to be F
r
dίvisible if MJ=M for every
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y We can define the concepts of F
Γ
torsion and F-divίsible for any left
/2-module.
Proposition A.l. (1) t(K)=RF/R=tF/(K), where K=Q/R. Thus t(K) is
(F, F ^ -divisible.
(2) Let I be an essential right ideal of R. Then I ^F if and only if 7*/Λ is
F
Γ
torsion (cf. Proposition 1.4 of [12]).
Following [22], a right Λ-module D is F-ίnjectίve if Ext(Λ/7, D)=0 for
every 7eF.
Proposition A.2. A right R-module is F-ίnjective if and only if it is F
Γ
divisible. In particular, M®RF and M®t(K) are both F-injective for any right
R-module M (cf. Lemma 2.5 of [12]).
For a right Λ-module M, we define Λ^F/=limM/M/ (J^Ft). Then it is
a right ΛF/-module, where RFι=limR/J, which is a ring (cf. [21, §4]).
Proposition A,3. Let M be an F-torsion-free right R-module. Then there
is a commutative diagram:
Λ
 a
MFl ^ Horn (t(K), M®t(K)) ^ Ext (t(K), M)} I t*
M —M M
Here a(ni)(q)=mL®q, where rh=([mj+MJ])<=MFl and q^t(K) such that
Lq=Q and LejF,. β is the connecting homomorphism induced by the exact
sequence Q-+R-*RF-+RFIR-*Q (cf. Lemma 2.7 of [12]).
A right Λ-module G is said to be F-cotorsίon if Ext(RFy G)=Q. The union
of all ^/-divisible sumbodules of a right Λ-module M is itself ^/-divisible and
is denoted by MF°°;if MF°°=Q, then M is said to be F-reduced. From the
exact sequence Q-*R-^>RF-*t(K)-*Q we derive an exact sequence Horn (RF, M)
i*
-+M-*Ext(t(K)y M) for any right ^-module M.
Proposition A.4. (1) M/MF~ is F-reduced.
(2) Imi*=MF~ (cf. Lemma 1.1 of [13]).
Proposition A.5. Lβί G be an F-reduced right R-module. Then G is
F-cotorsίon if and only if it is F°°-pure injectίve in the sense of [13] (cf. Proposition
1.4 of [13]).
Proposition A.6 (Harrison duality for modules over hnp-rings). The cor-
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respondence
(A*) D -> G = Horn (t(K), D)
is one-to-one between all F-torsiony F-injective right R-modules D and all F-r educed,
F-torsion-free, F-cotorsίon right R-modules G. The inverse of (A*) is given by the
correspondence G-*G®t(K). The isomorphism f: Hom(t(K),D)®t(K)->D is
given by f(x®q)=x(q), where # e Horn (*(.£), Z>) and q<=t(K] | (cf. Theorem 2.2
of [13]).
Proposition A.7. (1) Ext (t(K)y M) is F-r educed and F-cotorsίon for every
right R-module M.
(2) Let G be F-r educed. Then G is F-cotorsion if and only if G^
Ext(t(K), G) (cf. Proposition 5.2 of [21] and Lemma 1.2 of [13]).
Proposition A.8. Let G be F-r educed and F-cotorsίon. Then Ext(X, G)=
0 for every F-torsion-free right R-module X (cf. Lemma 1.2 of [13]).
Let M be an F-torsion right 7?-module. Then M is a right ^-module
as follows: For any m^M, r=([r/+/])el?F, we define mr=mrjy where /=
O(m). Similarly an F
Γ
torsion left Λ-module is a left JtF/-module. Let
S(t(K)) be the right socle of t(K). Then it is a left .R-module and is F
Γ
tor-
sion. Thus it is a left $F/-module. Let G=Ή.om(t(K)y Z>), where D is an
F-torsion and F-injective right Λ-module. From the exact sequence 0-*
*S(t(K)\^t(K\ we have an exact sequence 0->Kery*-^G^Hom(5(ί(^)),D)->0
as right /?F/-modules.
Proposition A.9. (1) Ker^*— ΠG/, where J ranges over all maximal left
ideals in Ft. Especially J(RFι)= Γ\RFlJ (cf. Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 of
[13]).
(2) R/J^&F/IRFiJ for every /e^ (cf. Corollary 2.8 of [12]).
By Proposition A.3, $F/^ Horn (*(./£), t(K)) and t(K) is F-torsion and F-
injective. So KFι is ^-reduced, F-torsion-free and F-cotorsion by Proposition
A.6. Let / be any finitely generated right ideal of JtF/. Then there exists an
exact sequence:
(A**) 0 - Ker/-> ΣX-iθ / - 0
for some n. Since RF{ is F-reduced, Ker/ and / are both F-reduced. Ap-
plying Hom(^F, ) to (A**), we get the exact sequence Hom(ΛF, /)-»
Ext (Rp, Ker /)->Ext (RFy 2 J. 1 0 ^ F/)->Ext (RF, 7)->0. But Horn (RF, I) = 0 =
Ext(RF9 Σί-iθ-^F;)* because RF is F/'divisible, / is F-reduced and RF{ is F-
cotorsion. Thus we have Ext(RF, Ker/)=0. So Ker / is F-cotorsion. By
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the same way as in Lemma 1.3, RFι is an JP-torsion-free right 7?-module and
so / is also F-torsion-free. It follows from Proposition A.8 that the sequence
(A**) splits. Hence / is JtF/-projective. Thus we have
Proposition A.10. RFl is a right semi-hereditary ring and so the right singular
ideal of RFι is zero.
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